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Introduction•How*to*model*higher*order*/*hierarchical*structure*with*bottom;up,*statistically*driven*models?**•Forth*&*Wiggins*(2015)*present*IDyOT*(Information*Dynamics*of*Thinking),*a*cognitive*architecture*which*expatiates*IDyOM*(Pearce*2005)*to*account*for*many*aspects*of*human*behaviour*across*multiple*domains*(language*and*music).•The*current*research*focusses*on*tonal*harmony,*in*particular*jazz.*•Segmentation*is*the*Xirst*stage*in*these*bottom;up*models.
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IDyOM:*Statistical*learning*and*modelling*of*the*musical*surface•Information*Dynamics*Of*Music*(Pearce*2005)*•An*unsupervised*probabilistic*model*using*variable*order*Markov*models*(PPM**;*Cleary*&*Teahan*1997),*interpolated*smoothing*(Cleary*&*Witten*1984,*Moffat*1990)*and*multiple*viewpoints*weighted*by*entropy*(Conklin*&*Witten*1995)*to*model*expectation.
BM7 D7 GM7 B♭7 E♭M7
Root 11 2 7 10 3
ChordType M 7 M 7 M
PosInBar 0 2 0 2 0
RootInt ⊥ 3 5 3 5
ici ⊥ 2 2 2 2
RootIntFiP 0 3 8 11 4
RootInt⊖FiB 
FipBar
⊥ ⊥ 8 ⊥ 8
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Phrase*Structure•No*ground*truth.*•Harmonic*segmentation*approximately*reXlect*phrase*structure.*•4;bar*phrases*can*be*found*segmenting*with*d"=*2.6*•κ:*.24,*accuracy:*.76*•Random*segmenter*segments*with*p*=*.2*•κ:*.09,*accuracy:*.70
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cclab*bonus:*Imperfect*Cadence*Problem
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cclab*bonus:*’Round*Midnight
